Benefits of
Stem Cell Therapy
for the Heart
Summary
A heart attack occurs when the blood supply to part of the heart is sud denly
interrupted, either because of a blood clot or from a piece of ruptured atherosclerotic
plaque. The resulting deprivation in oxygen can lead to the death of heart muscle
tissue. Heart attack is generally considered an irreversible injury. Heart diseases are
the leading causes of mortality in developed countries and the World Health
Organization estimated in 2002 that roughly 12.6 % of deaths worldwide were from
ischemic heart disease.
Although the heart has been traditionally seen as having, like the brain, little
regenerative capacity after birth, recent studies have clearly shown that the heart can
regenerate substantially, largely based on BMSC migrating to the heart and
becoming heart cells. In individuals at risk for cardiovascular diseases, studies have
shown that people with more stem cells circulating in their blood have a lower
incidence of cardiovascular problems. In other words, higher stem cell circulation
prevents cardiovascular problems or helps maintain cardiovascular health. Increasing
the number of circulating, stem cells by supporting the release of stem cells from the bone
marrow can, improve recovery from heart attack.

Acute myocardial infarction (AMI), more commonly known as heart attack,
occurs when the blood supply to part of the heart is suddenly interrupted. Most
commonly, this is caused by a blood clot or by a piece of ruptured atherosclerotic
plaque - a cluster of lipids (like cholesterol) and white blood cells (especially
macrophages) in the wall of an artery - which lodges itself at the entrance of a
network of blood vessels. The resulting ischemia (restriction in blood supply and
consequent oxygen deprivation) can then lead to the death (infarction) of heart
muscle tissue (myocardium).
Myocardial infarction is generally considered an irrevers ible injury. The
cardiac muscle has high metabolic needs and is thus very vulnerable to lack of
blood flow, which deprives the heart of both oxygen and nutrients. Irreversible
injury to the cardiac muscle begins after 15 minutes without blood supply and the
extent of an infarction is related to the duration and severity of the blood flow
reduction. Following the death of a portion of the cardiac muscle, scarring and
remodeling of the cardiac tissue can further reduce cardiac function in the weeks

to months after the initial event. So far, no medication or clini c procedure has
proven effective in repairing myocardial scar tissue and restoring contractility of
the heart.
Heart diseases are the leading causes of mortality in devel oped countries. In
the United States, for example, diseases of the heart are responsible for more
deaths than cancer. Although much has been done to prevent heart disease
(campaigns pro moting stress reduction and management, smoking cessation,
weight loss, increased consumption of vegetables and reduced meat consumption,
physical exercise, etc.), nearly 1.2 million heart attacks occur every year, and
little treatment is offered to the 65% of people who survive. Survivors of heart
attacks are often left with a reduced quality of life and little prospect for
improvement.
Many recent studies have challenged the view that noth ing can be done to
improve cardiac health post-AMI. Evidence clearly suggests that there is a low
level of constant regenera tion of the cardiac cells, most likely coming from the
migration of circulating stem cells into the cardiac tissue. 1 - 3 For example, analysis
of cells undergoing cellular division in the human heart revealed that proliferating
heart cells can account for about 14 cells per million in the normal heart, for a
total of an estimated 80,000 cells undergoing cellular division at any given time.
On the other hand, there is an estimated progressive loss of approximately 7
million heart cells per year. So the normal process of ongoing regeneration
appears sufficient to maintain normal function. However, while the number of
dividing cells can increase by up to 10-fold in chronic heart disease, this level of
proliferation still seems insufficient to rescue the cardiac muscle after a heart
attack. 4
Recent advances in stem cell research offer, for the first time, a tangible
hope for people recovering from heart attack and even for the prevention of heart
disease. It is now well established: that BMSC have the ability to migrate to the
infarcted area of the heart and differentiate into functional heart cells.
For example, in one study GFP-positive BMSC from male] mice were
injected into the ventricular wall of female mice, adjacent to the infarcted area, 35 hours after triggering AMI. Nine days later, microscopic analysis revealed the
presence bands of GFP- and Y chromosome-positive donor-derived heart!; cells
within the damaged cardiac muscle. The new band or heart muscle occupied 68%
of the infarcted area and extended across the entire region of infarcted tissue. 5 - 7

These new heart, cells showed many characteristics of functional cardiac muscle'
cells, such as the presence of connexin 43, a protein commonly found in heart
cells. Using bromo-d-uridine (BrdU), a marker of cellular proliferation, it was
observed
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actively

dividing.

Furthermore, many endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells forming new blood
vessels in the regenerated cardiac muscle were positive for GFP and the Y
chromosome, indicating that they originated from the injected stem cells.
Therefore,

injected

BMSC

strongly

contributed

to

the

regeneration

and

development of both cardiac muscle anal new blood vessels.
In the past, it was believed that new blood vessels in the heart were formed
following the migration and proliferation of neighboring mature endothelial cells.
However, as show in many recent studies, the formation of new blood vessel
involves the migration of circulating endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) - a type of
stem cell - that home to the injured site and participate in its repair. 8
These results prompted a number of studies investigating whether injections
of BMSC into the human infarcted heart could bring about significant regeneration
of the cardiac muscle. In one study, after standard treatment for AMI, 10 patients
were transplanted with BMSC via a balloon catheter placed into the artery
supplying blood flow to the infarcted area. These patients were matched and
compared with 10 patients who received only standard treatment. 4 After 3 months,
the size of the infarcted region in the group treated with BMSC had decreased
dramatically and was significantly smaller than the non-treated group. In the group
treated with BMSC, the force of contraction of the infarcted cardiac muscle and
the velocity of the ventricular wall had increased markedly. Further investiga tion
showed a significant improvement in stroke volume, left ventricular end-systolic
volume, and, as in the mouse study by Orlic et al., 6 an increased blood supply to
the infarcted region. 9 So far, injection of BMSC directly into the vicinity of the
infarcted region seems to improve a patient's condition only when injec tions take
place soon after a heart attack, not when attempting to treat an old myocardial
infarction. 1 0
But as with other organs and cell types, BMSC have been shown in humans
to naturally migrate from the bone marrow to the heart and become functional
heart cells. Using a sex-mismatched paradigm in which a male patient received a
heart transplant from a female donor, it was observed that up to 10% of the
cardiomyocytes and blood vessels were positive for the Y-chromosome within days

of the transplant, indicating that, they originated from the man's own bone
marrow. 1 1
As with conditions of the central nervous system and' diabetes, it appears
that the migration of BMSC to the heart is a natural process that contributes to the
regeneration of the cardiac muscle after a heart attack. Therefore, it is possible
that simply supporting the release of BMSC could constitute; an effective way of
tapping into the regenerative power of stem cells and improve the outcome of AMI.
When tested in mice, this strategy proved extremely promis ing. It is
important to mention that despite the significant improvement in cardiac functions
obtained in animal studies after injection of stem cells directly into the cardiac
muscles, closer analysis revealed that the newly formed cardiac cells and blood
vessels had often failed to fully integrate structurally with the remaining viable
portion of the cardiac tissue. In other words, the regenerated tissue formed a
secondary structure which, though part of the heart, was not functioning in
complete harmony with the rest of the heart. Therefore, although positive, the! ,
results of injecting stem cells directly into the heart remained unsatisfactory.
However, in the course of these investigations, two elements emerged as essential
for the regeneration of the cardiac tissue with stem cells: the presence of tissue
damage and a high level of circulating stem cells. On this basis, research was
undertaken to test whether BMSC mobilized by stem ce1t factor (SCF) and G-CSF
could home to the infarcted region on' their own, proliferate, differentiate, and
ultimately promote cardiac repair after a heart attack. 5 , 6
As described before, injection of the cytokines SCF and G-CSF during 8
days after inducing a heart attack dramatically increased the number of circulating
stem cells, which led to the migration of BMSC into the cardiac tissue. Twentyseven days after the heart attack, a band of newly formed cardiac tissue occupied
more than 75% of the infarcted region of the ventricle. By comparison, the
ventricular wall in control animals was filled with scar tissue covering the entire
area of the infarct.
Aside from the actual regeneration of the cardiac tissue, increasing the
number of circulating stem cells also led to the de velopment of new blood vessels
supplying the infarcted region of the ventricle. The blood vessels were surrounded
by smooth muscles and microscopic observations revealed the presence of red
blood cells, indicating that the newly formed arterioles had integrated structurally
with the remaining functional vascula ture. No new blood vessels were seen in the

untreated group.
In all, while only 17% (9 out of 52) of the untreated animals survived the
heart attack, showing severe signs of cardiomyopa thy and compromised blood
circulation, 73% (11 out of 15) of the animals treated with G-CSF survived with
quasi-normalized cardiac function and restored blood circulation. After 27 days,
ejection fraction was 114% greater in the treated group than the untreated group.
Likewise, end-diastolic pressure, systolic pres sure, and other parameters of
cardiac health were all improved in treated versus non-treated mice. The simple
support of BMSC mobilization therefore appears to be an effective, non-invasive
and safe approach in the treatment of AMI.
When applied to humans, however, this approach did not, lead to the same
success. While some groups did report very; promising results, 1 2 , 1 3 others reported
no effect at all. 1 4 - 1 6 Al comprehensive review of the various studies reveals that
each study used slightly different protocols with regard to the time ) of treatment
after AMI (from hours to 3 months), as well at the intensity and duration of the
treatment, suggesting that the treatment can indeed be successful once the most
effective treatment protocol has been developed 1 7
For example, Wojakowski et al. reported in a study with 43 , cardiac patients
that if the patients were treated with G-CSP1 early after AMI (<12 hours), the
number of circulating stem cells following the BMSC mobilization correlated with
the extent of cardiac repair. 1 8 In other words, the greatest improvements in ejection
fraction were seen in patients having the largest number of circulating stem cells,
if mobilization took place soon after the heart attack.
In another study, BMSC mobilization was shown to not only improve
ejection fraction but also to prevent left ventricular remodeling. Left ventricular
remodeling is a term used to describe the structural changes caused by the
formation of scar tissue in the ventricular wall as a consequence of AMI. Scars
formed in the cardiac muscle can limit mobility, similar to scars on the; skin. Left
ventricular remodeling reduces the heart's ability, to contract optimally, leading to
significantly reduced cardiac functions. It is believed that the extent of scarring in
a tissue is inversely linked to the number of stem cells available for healing. In the
presence of abundant stem cells, a tissue would heal faster and more adequately,
limiting the formation of scar tissue. But when stem cells are deficient, the tissue
would heal through the formation of scar tissue. In one study, within 5 days after a
severe heart attack, Leone et al. injected G-CSF in 41 patients at high risk of

unfavorable left ventricular remodel ing. Five months after G-CSF treatment,
ejection fraction had improved 12.5% compared to no improvement in the control
group. 1 9 The improvements in cardiac function were linked to the prevention of left
ventricular remodeling.
A meta-analysis reviewing the effectiveness of BMSC mo bilization for the
treatment of AMI included 7 studies and a total of 364 patients. The analysis
concluded that treatment with G-CSF can improve the left ventricular ejection
fraction, if the treatment is administered early after the heart attack. 2 0 However, in
spite of the improvements in ejection fraction, other general parameters of
cardiovascular health such as ventricular arrhythmia, re-hospitalization for heart
failure, and the compos ite of other cardiovascular events (i.e., death from heart
attack, recurrent heart attack, and stroke), were not significantly different in the
G-CSF treatment groups compared with the control groups. Similar results were
reported by another meta-analysis that included eight studies and 385 patients. 1 7
Thus, the extent with which the simple mobilization of BMSC can constitute
an effective treatment for AMI remains unclear. It would be improper scientific
protocol to deny the positive results obtained in some studies on the basis of the ,
negative results obtained in others. Reconciliation of all the' data and the
development of an effective treatment will most likely come through the
determination of the optimal treatment parameters: 1) intensity of stem cell
release, 2) duration of the. treatment, 3) time after AMI, 4) number of treatments
received over time, and 5) other yet to identified parameters. Compounds other
than G-CSF might also be discovered that could provide more consistent results or
could be safely used for more than 5-6 days, providing results comparable to those
obtained by Orlic's group in mice.
Already

other

compounds

have

been

discovered

that

trigger

BMSC

mobilization with resulting benefits to cardiovascular functions. For example,
AMD3100, one of the most potent and selective CXCR4 antagonists, triggers stem
cell mobilization by interfering with the binding of SDF-1 with its receptor
CXCR4. 2 1 - 2 4 Not only was AMD3100 shown to mobilize BMSC into the blood.
stream, it was also proven to increase migration of BMSC into sites of blood
vessels formation after heart attack. 2 5 , 2 6
The benefits obtained from statin drugs on overall cardiovascular health
have also been linked to statin's ability DS support the release of stem cells from
the bone marrow. In one study involving 15 patients, daily treatment with

atorvastatin led to an increase in the number of circulating stem cells - 30% after 1
week and 300% after 4 weeks. Furthermore, atorvastatin also increased the
migratory capacity of isolated stem cells. 2 7 , 2 8
Therefore, aside from their effect on cholesterol, statin drugs appear
beneficial by increasing both the number of circulat ing stem cells and their
migrating ability. These results were confirmed in animal studies. 2 9 , 3 0
The problem with statin drugs, however, is the growing con cern linked to
their side effects. Two of the main side effects are muscle pain and muscle
weakness. While muscle pain and/or weakness may seem a normal experience for
older people (the age group for whom statin drugs are commonly prescribed), any
experience of muscle pain after ingesting such medication must be taken
seriously. Statin drugs can lead to the breakdown of muscle tissue, which
produces waste products that can then overload the kidneys, causing more serious
problems that can even be fatal. Because of the seriousness of this situation, it is
now

mandatory

to

put

the

following

statement

on

statin

drug

bottles:

"Unexplained muscle pain and weakness could be a sign of a rare but serious side
effect and should be reported to your doctor right away."
Statin drugs have also been reported to affect cognitive abili ties. Many
consumers have reported memory loss, a reduced ability to concentrate, and the
feeling that they are developing Alzheimer's disease. The memory loss may be so
extreme as to be qualified as amnesia lasting up to 12 hours. Other people have
reported mood swings and other behavioral changes. Although statin drugs could
potentially bring overall benefits through their ability to support stem cell release
from the bone marrow, much like G-CSF they carry significant health risks.
Another BMSC mobilizer, this time natural, is an extract from the plant
Aphanizomenon flos-aquae (AFA) which was recently shown to contain an Lselectin blocker. Consumption of one gram of this extract was shown to trigger
BMSC mobilization, increasing the number of circulating stem cells by an average
of 25-30% (up to 1,600 %). Given the safety of its daily use for extended periods
of time, this natural mobilizer offers another paradigm in the use of one's own
stem cells for the treatment of AMI. The argument can be made that the relatively
small benefits obtained by treatments with G-CSF are linked to the fact that G-CSF
triggers a massive release of stem cells (2,000% increase in the number of
circulating SC), but only for a few days. The large number of newly released stem
cells could easily saturate the SC migration machinery at the level of the post-

capillary venules, leading to relatively little actual migration with significant rehoming of SC to the bone marrow. Therefore, such treatment depends on the
chance that the relatively small number of BMSC reaching the tissue will be able
to proliferate and form enough new tissue to significantly improve organ function.
On this basis, mild daily mobilization (such as that obtained with AFA extract)
could be more effective, providing a daily supply of BMSC to the recovering
tissue. Preliminary studies with AFA extract support this view.
Indeed, a naturally higher number of circulating stem cells (no induced
mobilization) has been linked to greater cardio vascular health. When the number
of circulating stem cells wee determined in patients suffering from coronary artery
disease (CAD), it was observed that CAD patients have approximately 48% fewer
stem

cells

in

their

blood

compared

to

age-matched

healthy

volunteers.

Furthermore, when tested in a migration chamber, stem cells isolated from CAD
patients showed a reduced ability to migrate compared with stem cells isolated
from healthy age-matched volunteers. Overall, cardiovascular risk factors were
significantly correlated with lower levels of circulating stem cells as well as
reduced migratory capability. In other words, fewer SC were available in the blood
of CAD patients to migrate and perform repair, and the available stem cells had a
reduced ability to migrate to the heart tissue.
Interestingly, one of the strongest correlations observed was the link
between smoking and the number of circulating stem cells: smoking is associated
with significantly fewer stem cells in the blood. A lower level of stem cells was
also linked to hypertension and diabetes.
These observations were confirmed in another study where the level of
circulating stem cells was correlated with cardiovas cular risks. In brief, the
number of stem cells was determined using flow cytometry in 519 CAD patients.
After 12 months, the investigators evaluated the association between baseline
levels of stem cells and cardiovascular events (first major cardiovas cular event,
heart attack, hospitalization, revascularization, or death from cardiovascular
causes). After adjustment for age, sex, vascular risk factors, and other relevant
variables, higher levels of circulating stem cells were associated with reduced
risks of death from cardiovascular causes, a first major cardiovascular event,
revascularization, and hospitalization. 3 3

Fi gure 3. Inci d enc e of cardi ovas cul ar probl em s in t hree groups of i ndi vi dual s at ri sk
for cardi ovascul a r di sease, grouped accordi n g t o t he num ber of st em cel l s ci rcul at i ng
nat ural l y i n t hei r bl ood. The group wi t h the hi ghest num ber of st em cel l s showed t he l east
num ber of cardi ovascul ar probl em s, and conversel y the group wi t h t he sm al l est num ber of
st em cel l s showed t he great est num ber of cardi ovas cul ar probl em s.

Two conclusions can be drawn from these studies. First, the level of
circulating stem cells can help evaluate the overall cardiovascular health and
predicts the occurrence of cardio vascular events and death from cardiovascular
causes, and may help to identify patients at risk for cardiovascular prob lems.
Second, increasing the number of circulating stem cells can prevent cardiovascular
events by supporting the constant regeneration of blood vessels and cardiac tissue.
As discussed earlier, lack of oxygen in a tissue triggers the release of SDF-1
and VEGF, which leads to the formation of capil laries. As they migrate into the
cardiac tissue, stem cells partici pate in the formation of new blood vessels that
restore proper blood flow. In addition, as seen in the brain and other tissues,
migration of BMSC to the heart also supports the proliferation of local cardiac
stem cells. 3 4 Therefore, a higher number of stem cells in the bloodstream helps
maintain optimal cardiovascular health by: 1) providing more stem cells available
for migration and differentiation into functional cardiac cells, 2) providing more
stem cells for the development of new blood vessels, and 3) providing stem cells
which will migrate into the heart and promote the proliferation of local cardiac
stem cells.

Therefore, mild mobilizers that can be used daily, such as AFA extract or
even statin drugs, could constitute one of the safest, easiest and most effective
approaches in the prevention and even treatment of CAD and other cardiovascular
problems.
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